
The leading infra-tech platform 

to future-proof your critical infrastructure

Network-wide situational awareness 

We create 3D network-wide models that reflect and simulate how utility assets behave in their real-world 

environment in any scenario, empowering you to prepare your network for anything — from systematic 


risks to severe weather and a clean energy future, so you can protect your assets, teams, and communities. 


Our customers identify and reduce risks 9x faster across a combined territory of 


over 650k square miles and over 7.9 million assets.
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Trusted by global utilities

“While piloting Neara, we were able to simulate the impact of major flooding in late March. 
Rather than wait for digital inspections we 

to customers that needed assistance most.”
eliminated 300 hours of 


inspection time and targeted our response 
— Scott Ryan, Chief Asset & Operating Officer, Endeavour Energy
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Intelligence for infrastructure



2. Populate digital network model

3. Simulate any scenario to prepare your network for anything
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1. Ingest, clean, and unify data

Network health &

reliability

Maximize asset performance

Asset Health Management, 
Vegetation Management, 


Dynamic Line Rating, 

Clearance Analysis

Restore power 

3x faster

Weather resilience & 

grid hardening

Protect your customers

Wildfire Management, 

Flood Management, 


Hurricane Management, 

Snow & Ice Management

~5x more cost-effective

risk identification

Renewable energy &

decarbonization

Deliver a cleaner future

Transmission Design & Optimization, 
Renewable Energy Integration, 

Interconnection 

Request Management

Increase network 

capacity by > 25%

Insight at scale

Total network length 

under management

equivalent to 23x 

the circumference of the Earth

576K
miles

Total network area

under management 

larger than the area of 

California and Texas combined

650K
square miles

Total number of assets

under management 

including distribution, 

sub-transmission


and transmission structures

7.9M
assets

How it works

info@neara.com


